Electricity Changes Everything

TRINE
634 million people in Africa lack access to electricity and rely on the traditional use of dirty fuels such as kerosene. Every single day, millions of children inhale the equivalence of smoking two packets of cigarettes whilst studying in such environments.
INTRODUCTION

TRINE is an investment platform where private individuals, angel investors, diaspora communities, corporations and governments can invest together in bankable solar energy projects with impact.

- **1.8M+ € funded**
- **170,000 people with electricity**
- **56,000 ton CO₂ mitigated**
- **18 solar projects**
- **4 solar projects**
- **1500+ Crowdinvestors**
- **1500+ Crowdfunders**

**Households**
- **Electricity**
  - **PAYG Contract**
  - **Payment for Electricity**

**Solar Partner**
- **Loan Note Instrument**
- **Capital & Interest**
- **Total Capital**

**Corporate Partner Fees**
- **Project Updates**

**TRINE**
We have engaged with 200+ solar companies across Africa and have a growing project pipeline with high quality partners in need of funding.
We work with governments to design and test innovative ‘blended’ finance instruments to achieve compelling aid leverage outcomes

• Collaborating with DFID, UK AID through their Crowd Power programme
  • Match-funding 1:10 leverage
  • First-loss protection 1:4 leverage
  • Investment ‘gift’ vouchers 1:37 leverage

• Setting up a guarantee fund - TRINE Shield
We work with corporate investors and enable them to “make money whilst saving the world”, contribute to SDG7 and carbon compensate.
Our corporate partner Telge Energi provided 50% co-funding and first loss protection to a project with SolarGrid.
Our corporate partner GP Batteries invested alongside 349 crowdinvestors with UK Aid support. UK Aid who offered a reward to all investors that shared their investment and got a friend to invest. Both the initial investor and their friend got €10 to invest in a new project.
TRINE is working with UNDP and DNV-GL to independently assess the GHG reduction and SDG impact of our projects to generate high-SDG impact CERs.

EXAMPLE OF PLANNED CARBON COMPENSATION SCHEME

1. An investor invests in a project
2. The investor becomes the owner of the Carbon Emission Reductions (CER) created
3. TRINE sells the CER(s) to a company on the investor's behalf (and request)
4. The company pays for the CERs to be able to be carbon neutral
5. The investor receives the revenue less admin costs

**Note:** For (3) only the right to claim the carbon emission reduction ownership is transferred, not the shares/loan notes.
We have ambitious plans to grow in Africa and would be happy to speak to you about how we can work together.

**Goals**
- 1,000 campaigns funded
- 66 m people with electricity
- 100 m EUR funding

**Focus**
- TRINE Shield: launch provision fund
- African Market: established brand
- Solar Pipe: quality entrepreneurs

**TRINE FUTURE**